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Color app para android

Written by Beatriz Alcántara in AppsThe mobile and tablet are great entertainment tools that we return to when we get bored. We're not just talking about using WhatsApp, YouTube, Instagram or Twitter, but also about other Apps in the Play Store that you can practice some of your games with, it would be coloring. If you're a fan of designs and colors, you can turn to these apps
to spend your free time coloring on your Android mobile phone or tablet. You don't have to go to the app store to search, because we've made a selection of 7 coloring apps that you can download for free from your mobile phone or tablet. Let's go, let ColoringColoring is a good way to take advantage of your free time while clearing your mind and taking away stress. If you don't
have a notebook at home, you can download Colorfy, one of the most popular apps in this category, to your mobile phone or tablet. Colorfy offers thousands of drawings, both for adults and children, to give them color with a wide color palette. Flowers, animals, mandalas, human faces... The theme of Colorfy's drawings is varied, and its commands are very simple: tap just to paint
and join or separate your fingers to zoom in. After it was mentioned, there are also drawings for children, so you can use parental controls on your android mobile phone or tablet and allow children to access this coloring app. Paint by number – Free coloring bookBetween the different coloring application modes we find the painting by numbers which, by the name suggests,
consists of giving a tone for each of the numbered stripes in which the drawing is divided. If you follow the steps, the end result will be a picture of incredible colors that you can then share through social platforms. In this coloring book of numbers, you will also find different themes: animals, flowers, faces, landscapes, characters, mandalas ... Just select the one you like the most
and paint each stripe with the color assigned to its number in the bottom bar. Gradually, you will give life to drawing while relaxing the mind. Play Paint by Numbers Store - Free Colorful BookPixel Art: Colorful by NumbersYou can also color drawings divided into pixels to see how the set of all of them brings to life a beautiful end result. That's what the pixel art app is all about, for
free and you don't need Internet access at work. In this case, each pixel is represented with a number, so the application is also in number coloring mode. In addition to choosing between a sketch book that is updated every day, in Pixel Art you can turn your own selfies into pixels to give them for you. Your. When you're done with your creation, you can share it with your friends on
social media so they can see what you're spending your free time on. Play Pixel Art Store: Coloring by NumbersKawaii – Coloring GamesTo see that there are coloring apps for all tastes, we present Kawaii – Coloring Games, a culture-based app of the same name. In this book of more than 60 pages you will find Kawaii drawings of unicorns, mermaids, animals, characters and
other characteristic elements of this cultural movement. To color them you will have different tones and a lot, lots of glitter in the form of glitter. At the end of the drawing, you can share it on social media. Finally, we should emphasize that this app is for all ages so that it can be used by all family members. Play Kawaii Store – Coloring and painting games for children According to a
study, 95% of Google Play children's apps are inappropriate for them. This app is not the case with this app that we present to you now, Coloring and Painting for Kids, which gives you more than 200 simple drawings for your children to paint and decorate, and develop their artistic creativity. With a simple and intuitive design for all ages, this free app has different tools to paint and
color: pencils, brushes, colors, stamps ... In addition, it also has a save function so you can keep your drawings and re-edit them in the future. They also do not allow you to share the creations of the little ones via WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter ... Play Coloring and Children's Painting Store We recommend: The best educational apps for children for mobile and tabletRecolor: adult
coloring book If you are looking for more difficulty drawings, the solution is the Recolor app, with more than 4,000 adult drawings. Flowers, animals, portraits, cartoons, movies and, of course, mandalas, are some of the categories you can find in Recolor, where you can also upload your own coloring drawings. To color these drawings, you can use more than 70 palettes available
in the app, plus more than 80 effects, filters and contours to give them the final decorative touch. In short, Recolor is one of the best coloring apps on Android mobile phones and adult tablets. Play Recolora Store: Adult ColorIng BookTap Color - Colorful by NumbersWe land this list of coloring apps with Tap Color also based on paint numbers. In the case of this application it has
more modern designs, although the color palettes are similar to those of previous applications. Despite the fact that there are more modern works, the categories are flowers, unicorns, mandalas, people, landscapes, animals... Go to Tap Color, choose your favorite drawing, and get started color for each stripe based on the number it has. If you can't find any cells that you're
missing, suggestions will help. It's also important to know that the app automatically saves progress so you can resume drawing later. Play Store Tap Color – Colored by Numbers These are the best in this category, the ones that users have downloaded most of the time and the most known by the community. As you know, we're always looking for the best of the best. Without
expanding further in your presentation, we'll review the best apps, ideal for both mobile and tablet soldering. Happy Color More than 6000 templates to be able to color in a professional way. These drawings have a vignette look, reminiscent of comics, especially if we paint our favorite superheroes. Beyond that, we have landscapes, animals, plants and countless other drawings.
Colorfy We have an extensive catalog to paint as much as we like, where you can import external templates to the app or even, gives us a section where you can catch ideas in a classified way, for when that inspiration is missing. In addition, it has mandala drawings, the art of fighting anxiety and depression. Paint by the number A collection of templates that is updated daily with
new content and that although it may look like an adult-only app, the truth is that there is also room for children. It follows a system of numbers to color each segment of the drawing in an orderly manner, with colors assigned to each number, but also leaves room for creativity. Pixel Art: Coloring Numbers This app enlarges records to paint a greater variety of drawings. With the
same numbering system as the previous application, add drawings in both 2D and 3D, including pixelated shapes. You don't need to buy a stylus, just with your fingers you can get amazing results. Pixel Art: Colorful Paint.ly one more application for coloring numbers. Models with a lot of freshness and a system of clues where it is the case that we do not know to follow in the
drawing, because we find a catalog with different difficulties, some coming to be treated almost like a puzzle. Tap Color by Numbers These drawings, of which there are a multitude of types and numbers, can give them life once we have finished our work. These are drawings that can be used as vivid wallpapers. On the other hand, it has several categories, one of which is
composed of drawings selected by publishers, i.e. the top ones. Recolor is a complete paint editor. Not only do we color the templates, but we may add other effects to the same drawing. In this way, we can paint with with wax, glossy elements to give it a three-dimensional effect, etc. ColorFil-Color for adults You will not need to emulate the movement of a pencil to fill the gaps in
a drawing with color, only with subtle touches the application will fill the canvas. Contains templates that can be used both offline and without it. Coloring book for me: games to paint your content go on, although if there is one thing that stands out are mandala style drawings. These drawings seek control of anxiety and depression by stimulating the filling of empty gaps with colors,
a component that has proven scientifically relaxing. In addition, every touch we make in the drawing is accompanied by a light sound, which helps even more. Kawaii Glitter This application consists of drawing from another point of view. We put into practice painting in kawaii templates, figures with a more childish tone and characterized by their frequent use of brightness. It
includes figures of different types, with very fun and creative animations, as well as the ability to add stickers and other items to our creation. Kawaii Glitter Coloring Games I am one of those people who when you customize their mobile do so to the extreme, to the point of forming patterns that are mainly based on color. To do this, I need to know the exact color codes of the
interface I want to edit. So far, no app has faithfully given me the codes I needed, and it was a pain to find one. With Pixolor, it's possible. Android themes always rely on third-party apps to work. A theme manager made by Google is very necessary. Finally a well-made app that highlights Android colors After you know, colors have codes that define them. There is such an
absolutely abysmal variety that color codes can be infinite. I'm a very manic person, and if I want to put the entire interface of an application of a color I need it to be the exact color. That's why I always try to get the code, because it's the only way to guarantee the true result. Navbar apps themes a part of Android that many forget: the navigation bar. A splash of color so necessary
and very easy to implement. Pixolor works in a way that I think is very ingenious. If you turn it on, a floating magnifying glass will appear. Depending on where you put it, that magnifying glass will give you the color underneath. For example, in the image above we put it on the background sepia and gave us exactly the color requested. And there's something else. This magnifying
glass not only gives us the calibration of RGB in numbers, but gives us the name of color and a darker variation of this in one of the magnifying glass halves. If you want to get the original color, it is the most Also, if we go to the app magnifying glass, you won't move and you can copy the code from the application (or edit it if you want an approximate color) In addition, in the app
you will see a schema of all colors that the magnifying glass comprises. We can pinch and enlarge what's inside, enlarge it. And if we go to Pixolor we can see a scale of all the colors existing in the magnifying glass. For those who need precision most like me. Pixolor is free, although it has an ad-free version that has a number of limitations. But the most important thing is that the
app raises a great idea for all those obsessed with accuracy in customization, with an ingenious and easy-to-use concept. I've been using it for a long time and it didn't give me a problem. If you've been looking for an app like this, feel free: try it.
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